
 

 

What is Antenes? 

Antenes “Al Prat no estic sol/a”, it is a community program designed to detect 

people with unwanted loneliness.  

Antenes was born in 2015 in order to detect elderly people who lived alone and who 

wanted to feel more accompanied. At the first time we focused on the detection of 

these elders by other neighbors, public and private services (different shops, 

bakeries, pharmacies, health centers …etc.); after that we put our efforts to have a 

team of volunteers that have time and social attitudes and wanted to be connected 

with people who feels alone.  

During the pandemic, we all could appreciate the effects of the lack of 

companionship and how much we missed being more connected to others, share 

thoughts, emotions or just being able to wish each other a good day. And during 

this last two years we have detected more volunteers. 

Current studies have also shown us that loneliness is ageless, and at different 

stages of live we can fell alone despite living with relatives. Friendly, respectful and 

supportive relationships between people improve emotional well-being. 

Nowadays, this program “Antenes” has de support of many volunteers, linked to 

two organitzations: GATS (social entity)  and La Creu Roja (Red Cross) and all the 

professionals of Social Services. 

Currently, Antenes, has more than 130 people accompanied and 60 volunteers. 

 



How can you participate in the project? 

As a citizen, yo can take part in the Antenas project, and you can also become a 

volunteer. As an entity you can co-lead the project. And as a person and/or relative 

of someone you  think can feel alone and want to receive more information, you 

can write an email to the next address: antenes@elprat.cat or call the Social Action 

Service: 623 272 660. Oponing hours: Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. And in 

case of needing attention for an emergency: call 092 Local Police and or also 112 

emergencies. 

 

What do the  heroes of this program  think? 

EDELMIRA HERRERA ALOMIA  

(Antenes Volunteer) 

“I am a volunteer because I feel that I can give the best of me to people who is 

feeling alone, making them laugh, talking to them, giving them company and being 

a friend they can trust” 

 

ESTRELLA LAGE GARCIA 

(person accompanied by Antenes) 

“Antenes is a great service for people who are alone. It gives us trust and 

conversation, I can tell them something that happened to me, my memories and I 

feel accompanied” 
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